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Features minn Cat Endura Minn Kota Endura Max Freshwater includes power digital maximizer. Thus, it controls and optimizes to extend battery life up to five times longer in a single charge. It also reduces destructive heat. A 12-volt system with a push-to-test battery counter is powered. This tool will extend the longevity
of the product to make your life easier. The already mentioned 2 year warranty is the defining of this. Your speed control: The Minn Kota Endura Max engine gives you the ability to control variable speed. This will allow you to choose the specific speed you need. Dial at the exact speed and it will help you to have better
control of the boat. Keeps you on the water longer with a handy sensor: a suitable device on top of the engine tells you how long you have. Minn Cat Endura Max 55 keeps you on the water longer with the handy sensor it has on top of the engine. This will make the product more enjoyable for you. Comfortable and easy
steering: Comfortable and light steering is delivered to you with an ergonomically added six-door telescopic handle. Extra power to help you: To push through heavy vegetation, the power prop provides extra power to help you. The lever lock bracket provides a sturdy mountain that is stronger than the traditional brackets
you can find. Special composite materials: Minn Kota Endura Max 55 special composite materials resist bends, deformations and UV damage. Cool quiet energy has both extra-large windings and switches dissipate heat, leading to cooler work. Top positive reviewsAll positive reviews C. Lyell5.0 of 5 starsSuperb Trolling
Motor!!! Considered in the United States August 20, 2016This is just a great trolling engine, in all aspects that matter! I love continuous forward and vice versa ... I can really lighten up together if I need to or go full blast when needed. I have this engine on 15' Duracraft, which has 15hp Evinrude as the main powerplant,
so this boat/motor combo is not heavy, but with me in the back with a trolling engine, you have to learn to move with thin forward and reverse movement (especially around the docks and bridges I catch around for a crappie), and this thing e xcells. It has great battery use, and so far after 1/2 summer use there have been
no problems. I got this to replace a failed attempt to save money by buying another brand (Newport Vessels) trolling engine that literally burned down after two applications! MK is worthy of your consideration. The only possible weakness is the reverse overall power, which is not as strong as it can be given as quickly
Power forward. UPDATE 5/9/2017 - I had problems with this engine after a flawless late fall fishing performance. When I took it out of my garage and put it back on my boat earlier this month, he he Doesn't work... no forward or reverse at all. I thought it might be my battery, but I have a new Interstate Deep Cycle that
was fully charged. After wiggle the main power wire that goes into the head, it started to work as usual, so I thought there should be a free connection. So I took him to the lake yesterday, and after about 20 minutes of normal good work, he stopped working. Moving the wires didn't help! So now I'll see if Minn-Kota is
behind his 2 year warranty when I take it to the service center later today. I sent an email to Minn Kota earlier in the week and heard nothing back. I'll update this post later with the results! © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries not all fishing vessels are designed to handle engine trolling nasal attachments. In
many cases, trance grief is your best option. Many readers will probably run into the issue of not being able to find a reliable trance mountain that offers many features of some of the higher end bow mounts. We believe that Minn Kota Endura Max may be the solution for you. In this article, we take a closer look at the
Minn Kota Endura Max trolling engine. We will break the parameters of the model, the features, and how it all translates as performance on the water. Throughout the review, we hope to make it clear why we believe that Endura is a great option for your trance mountain electric motor needs. Endura Max FeaturesIn this
section, we're going to take a look at the basic features that were built into the Minn Kota Endura Max trolling engine. In the review section, we'll discuss in more detail how these features translate into functionality while on the water. The telescope handleThe hand-cultivated on Endura Max can extend up to six inches,
giving you more versatility in positioning and handling the engine on your boat. Digital Maximizer Speed ControlThe Endura Max is a unique trance-fixing in terms of its speed control. It uses a digital variable system, which means that there are no set speeds that you are limited. Instead, you can dial the exact amount of



speed that you need. Lever-Lock BracketThe Endura Max in a fast attachment release has a ten-point bracket position, which is made of durable composite material. Push-to-Test Battery MeterSitting on top of head control, Endura Max uses a four-wheel drive battery that allows you to track the remaining battery life.
The Power PropAll Endura Max comes with Minn Kota Power Prop. This classic two blade design props designed to work through light and medium underwater growth.Composite ShaftLike all trolling engines Minn Cat, Endura Max has a composite shaft that comes with a lifetime The composite shaft is designed to
abuse even huge stress without breaking or deforming. Cool and Quiet-Running MotorMinn Cat has put a lot of design their engines to maximize their efficiency. With large windings and switches and quality bearing system, the heat dissipates quickly, which improves battery life as well as engine silence. Accessories
there are several accessories that you can buy separately from the trolling engine as well as some available spare parts. We listed these items below.MK 110PD: Portable Marine Battery. Ten amp-banks are available. Battery Power Center: A waterproof box for your marine battery. MKP-32 Weedless Wedge 2 Prop:
Another prop design that is compatible with the Endura Max trolling engine. MKR-12 Fast Plug connector: A wiring adapter where the plug and socket cannot be used. Endura Max VariantsThere is a number of different models of the Minn Kota Endura Max trolley line. All models are equipped with the same mounting
bracket, Power Prop and battery counter. The difference is only in the amount of maximum thrust, as well as the length of the shaft. In the feature sections we note that this trolling engine is compatible with weedless Wedge 2 props and can be bought and installed separately from the device. Endura Max ReviewEase
editing/stacking and deploying One of the best features of Minn Cat Endura Max and its versatility in mounting is that it makes it a great option to use on small vessels such as personal kayaks or pontoons. Smaller traction options also make it a great option for this type of use. You can run through some other sources
that complain about crashing the entire block, especially when working on a higher speed setting. We have come across these, and although we have not seen such issues, you should consider everything, you should also consider that they do not have the engine installed correctly. The engine comes with a 10-position
bracket with double bolt fastenings. It also has a fast release lever, which is good for those who don't leave the engine installed out of the water, or if you need to get the engine fast. The two bracket bolts have large wingtip handles at the end, giving you good grip and levers to tighten the bracket for a transistor or other
area of the boat. As far as deployment goes, it has an easy-to-use collar adjusting depth and the lever release makes it easy to maneuver the trolling engine between its ten placement settings. Not only does this come in handy when installing on a transistor, but changing the angle of the engine allows you to use this
engine with a smaller boat that can't have a transistor. Stacking and deployment is smooth and quiet when set properly. If you don't have a good base for installation, it can feel shaky and be quite noisy, but we don't think it has anything to do with the design or construction of the engine itself. any trolling motor,
regardless of the size or amount of use it will see, see, want to see longevity. We believe that Endura Max has provided the necessary durability, for which any user of trolling motor will be grateful. The most obvious element of Endura Max's design, relative to durability, is the Minn Kota composite shaft. It is the same
shaft that is found on all Minn Kota trolling engines and provides an incredibly strong and war-resistant connection between the control and the engine head. The shaft is made of a composite material that has a number of advantages for a material such as stainless steel. The main advantage is that this composite
material has more bending than steel material. This ability to bend but not break helps protect the engine and your boat at a chance that you are working in a larger underwater structure. This type of material also resists the strain, which will negatively affect motorhead control and your ability to guide the boat. The
mounting bracket, together with the control head, is also made of high-impact-resistant composite material. It is hard but lightweight and will resist bending, straining and UV damage over time. Engine and speed control Perhaps the only problem that we have with the hand cultivator for Endura Max is that it can not bend
at different angles coming from the head of the engine. We believe that the ability makes it a lot easier to use on small boats where you don't have to get into an awkward position. In addition, the hand cultivator its extremely comfortable and more importantly, speed adjustment has no problems. With its digital variable it's
a little different from the other hand cultivators you probably used. You don't have sound clicks when you set up different speed settings. It may take a while to adjust, but the hand gives you such subtle control over the speed of the trolling engine. We also like that the manual cultivater has visible indicators for forward
and reverse directions, as well as moderate speed settings just to give you an indicator of where you are relative to power. With trance mounts, you don't have the question of lagging that you sometimes find with bow-mounted trolling engines that use the pedal foot system to target and control speed. What many users
for trance mountain do look for is the voltage between the engine shaft, which affects how easy it is to turn the engine with The Endura Max, you can adjust the tightness of the engine and how easy it will be to turn the engine. Some anglers like this are a little weaker, while others might want a shaft and the engine has
held a little tougher to the mountain. For speed control, digital variable speed is a huge plus for Endura Max. Most of the other trolling engines that on the transistor, set speed settings. While the speed control set is fine, the digital variable gives you quite a few advantages. First, you have complete control over the speed
of the engines, and most of us want as much control as we can over our equipment, maybe his ego thing. Second, by typing in precise speed settings, the engine can only attract as much energy as it needs, resulting in more time on the water and better battery life. Other features We have considered most of the
important aspects of this trolling motor and its performance on the water. There are a few additional features of the trolling engine that we want to go on before we complete this article. As for props, we like Minn Cat Power Prop. The double-bladed propeller is great for normal use on lakes and rivers. It can process light
and even medium vegetation without getting bogged down and draining a lot of energy. It has its limits, but for the size of the boat it will be mounted on it provides more than enough traction and a design that is going to make getting through the weedy undergrowth less of a headache for you. And, as we stated earlier,
the Weedless Wedge 2 support is compatible with this trolling engine, so if you had experience with it and liked its performance, you can easily replace the props. It's even easy enough for most boat owners to replace it yourself in the garage. Another important feature of Endura Max, which we haven't discussed in any
other section, is the push-to-test battery counter. It is located on top of the head control in a light form of maneuverable position. It uses four LED lights that give you a pretty accurate idea of how much battery life you have left. It's a small but incredibly useful feature on the engine. Pros and ConsVery comfortable hand
tillerTelescopic tillerLabeled For/Rev on tillerVery rugged composite materialLifetime Guarantee at ShaftDigital Variable trance mountBattery meterIssues when installing poorly-clicked versions of the Product Comparison Products model at LineMinn Kota has another trance-mounted trolling engine that is very similar to
Endura Max. The Endura C2 also has a teno item mounting bracket, so you have the same versatility in the installation. The Endura C2 doesn't have a digital variable speed like Max does, and it also doesn't come with a push to test the battery counter. Endura Max can be seen as a slightly updated version of C2. Other
manufacturersFor similar trolling engine in Minn Kota Endura, but from another company, the closest on performance will be the R3 trolleybus engine MotorGuide. Like Endura, R3 is a multi-prophyl ass bracket mounted trans mountain. This is very similar to Endura Max in traction options with 30, 40, 45 and 55lb peak
thrust option. The biggest difference between these two models is that the R3 doesn't have a digital variable speed setup like Endura Max does. In addition, both adjustable attachment angle and telescopic hand of the cultivator. Bottom lineIf you're in the market for a trance mountain trolling engine that Victims in the
performance you can find in bow mount trolling engines of a similar size, Minn Kota Endura Max fits the bill. You get excellent control over the speed and direction of the support with an elongated manual cultivator, and this engine is incredibly versatile in its mounting options. You'll also get some additional features not
normally found on a trance mountain of engines of this size, such as the digital variable speed control option and the built-in battery counter. If you have a small fishing boat or one/double human watercraft, Endura Max is a viable option. With limited model options, especially with peak traction, and some common
complaints about the vibration that's going on, this trolling engine still gets a rating from us at Fishing Tech. Tech.
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